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Federal Communications Law and
Women's Rights: Women in the
Wasteland Fight Back
By NANcY E. STANLEY*
The masters of women wanted more than simple obedience, and
they turned the whole force of education to effect their purpose.
All women are brought up from the very earliest years in the belief
that their ideal of character is the very opposite to that of men;
not self-will, and government by self-control, but submission, and
yielding to the control of others. All the moralities tell them that
it is the duty of women, and all the current sentimentalities that it
is their nature, to live for others; to make complete abnegation of
themselves, and to have no life but in their affections.
John Stuart Mill,
On the Subjection of Women'
TE Women's Rights Movement has declared war on radio and
television. In recent months a leading feminist group, the National
Organization for Women (NOW), has filed petitions, complaints, and
comments on rule-making with the Federal Communications Commis-
sion (FCC).2 Feminist writers have analyzed televised stereotypes and
biases toward women.' Women have written letters of protest to the
stations and advertisers whose programming they find most offensive.
And perhaps most significantly, NOW has announced a nation-
wide monitoring campaign-with the promise of legal action-to identify
and influence stations with records of discriminatory service.
Feminist outcries against the broadcast media are well founded.
* B.A., 1964, Knox College; J.D., 1970, George Washington University; Mem-
ber, District of Columbia Bar; Office of the General Counsel, U.S. Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission, Washington, D.C. The views expressed in this article
are those of the author and are not presented as the views of the EEOC or of any
government agency.
The author would like to extend her deepest thanks to Susan Deller Ross, Member
of the New York Bar, for her editorial assistance and continuing encouragement
throughout the preparation of this article.
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1. 1. MiLL, ON Tm SuBJBCTIoN OF WoMEN 30-31 (Fawcett ed. 1971).
2. E.g., Comments of NOW Before the FCC, In re Children's Programming
on Television, Docket No. 19142 (submitted June 30, 1971), on file at The Hastings
Law Journal. See also Wall St. J., Mar. 3, 1971, at 10, col. 1.
Television is one of the largest purveyors of prejudice and contempt
toward women in this country. In program after program, it presents
women as flighty, frivolous, simple-minded persons, childishly in need
of masculine guidance:
-in commercials, women "talk to little gremlins in their kitch-
ens . . . [they] are so awed by their washing machine grow-
ing 'ten feet tall' that they rush out to buy soap . . . [they]
need knights on white horses riding through their gardens to
sell them cleanser, and . . . a 'Man from Glad' to help them
wrap food in plastic."'
-in entertainment shows, Lucille Ball, Debbie Reynolds and
Doris Day portray the "average" woman. In one week, "Jim
tries to squash Debbie's journalistic aspirations," and Lucy
runs through her usual antics. In another show, "finding the
right gown for the occasion becomes a major project for Ali-
son."
5
-- on news programs the male announcer ridicules women's rights
activities. He reports feminist demands that a woman be ap-
pointed to the Supreme Court as a humorous "filler" at the
end of the broadcast.
Thus television characterizes women as incompetent, dependent
and over-emotional. In addition, it stereotypes their social roles.
Women in television rarely appear working outside the home or in
situations independent of their relationship to men. The result is an-
other kind of distortion; just as the media used to cast black men as
porters, waiters, and song-and-dance men, television today casts women
as sex symbols, wives, and mothers. 6 Even "Sesame Street," widely
acclaimed for its innovative approach to interracial preschool educa-
tion, keeps women in their place; the program's "Susan" was originally
3. E.g., Embree, Media Images I: Madison Avenue Brainvashing-The Facts,
in SISTERHOOD IS POWERFUL 175-91 (R. Morgan ed. 1970); Bird, What's Television
Doing for 50.9% of Americans, TV GUIDE, Feb. 27, 1971, at 5; VOCAL MAJORITY,
Apr. 1971, at 7 (NOW Newsletter).
4. Address by FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson to the American Women
in Radio and Television at the Plaza Hotel in New York City, Mar. 2, 1970.
5. The Sunday Star, June 28, 1970 (TV Magazine) at 30, col. 1, & 12, col. 2.
6. The modern media image of women is startlingly similar to that presented of
the black man a decade ago. In place of Stepin Fetchit, shuffling and bowing his way
through life, we have simpering Doris and Lucy. In place of Amos and Andy, living
in their own ghettoized world, we have the heroines of the soap operas, fretting over
their lives in isolation in the suburbs. Except for the fact that in recent years blacks
have more often been ignored than presented in any capacity, discriminatory treatment
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"the little woman in the kitchen," and the program director Joan Ganz
Cooney, says ruefully, "The show is definitely male-oriented."'7
Television also fails women in a third way. Although many day-
time shows ("Virginia Graham," "Dinah's Place," "Claire") cater to
the female viewer, few of them deal with such matters as child care
for the working woman, equal pay problems, or professional and ed-
ucational opportunities for women with children. "Claire," for exam-
ple, was described a year ago as a "new program for women with
varied interests," featuring "celebrity guests, cooking demonstrations,
sewing, fashion and beauty hints." One suspects that such "wom-
en's programs" are in fact fashioned by men according to their own con-
ception of what women want and need. In any case, a woman who
needs to work and faces discrimination in the job market, a woman
who already works and has encountered problems in advancement, or
a woman who is simply eager to explore changing ideas about wom-
en's role in society, is not likely to find her interests reflected in cur-
rent programming. In fact, on daytime television she is not likely to
find serious programming on any subject.8
Thus in its characterization of the female personality, her role
and her needs, television discriminates against women. This article
begins with the conviction that such discrimination-the creation of a
highly prejudicial sex stereotype, force-fed to millions of Americans
of the two groups is very much the same. See REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ADvisoRy
COMMISSION ON CIVm DISORDERS 383 (Bantam ed. 1968) [hereinafter cited as KERNER
REPORT].
For a fuller treatment of the parallels between race and sex discrimination see
Myrdal, A Parallel to the Negro Problem, reprinted in Hearings on Section 805 of
H.R. 16098 Before the Special Subcomm. on Education of the House Comm. on Edu-
cation and Labor, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 2, at 901 (1970). See also Hacker, Caste-
like Status of Women and Negroes, reprinted in Freeman, The Legal Basis of the
Sexual Caste System, 5 VALPARAISO U.L. REv. 203, 235 (1971). There Ms. Hacker
compares the "castelike qualities" of women and blacks-including the "ascribed attri-
butes" (the "emotional, primitive and childlike" character of Negroes; the "irresponsible,
inconsistent and emotionally unstable" character of women) so easy to recognize in
popular media stereotypes.
The similarities between race and sex discrimination have also been recognized by
the courts. See, e.g., Sail'er Inn, Inc. v. Kirby, 5 Cal. 3d 1, 485 P.2d 529, 95 Cal. Rptr.
329 (1971), which declared sex a "suspect" category under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment.
7. Culhane, Report Card on Sesame Street, N.Y. Times, May 24, 1970 (Maga-
zine), at 57, col. 1. Susan is now portrayed as a nurse (a stereotyped female posi-
tion), apparently to placate women's liberationists, but she works only with Gordon's
permission. Comments of NOW, supra note 2, at 7-8.
8. Embree, Media Images I: Madison Avenue Brainwashing-The Facts, in
SrSmTRIOOD IS POWERFUL 181-83 (R. Morgan ed. 1970).
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by the mass media-is at least as damaging to women as discrimina-
tion in education and employment. For it is the image that we see of
ourselves, day after day, that largely dictates what we are and what we
become. As Allen Ginsberg says:
We're in science fiction now ...
Whoever controls the language,
the images,
controls the race. 10
Yet the problem of television stereotypes and their effect on
women is hardly even recognized. The industry is at least becoming
aware of its discrimination against blacks-whom for many years
it has simply ignored' '-but with few exceptions it has not even con-
sidered the problems of women-whom it continues to vilify and de-
grade. The time is ripe for a feminist challenge to broadcasting.
Such a challenge should seek to accomplish the following:
1. It should compel the television licensee to consult with groups
of women about program content;
2. It should compel the licensee to program to meet the needs
of women-women as women and as members of the general
viewing community;
3. It should compel' 2 the licensee, when he characterizes women
-in advertisements, programs and news broadcasts-as depend-
ent, passive and emotional to present a counter view of them
as independent, active, and intelligent;
4. It should compel the licensee, when representing women in
traditional, status-quo roles, to show that they occupy other societal
roles as well;
5. It should compel the licensee to hire and promote women
9. See C. SILBERMAN, CRisis IN BLACK AND WHITE 68-122 (Vintage ed. 1964).
10. Address by Commissioner Nicholas Johnson, Weinstock Lecture, University
of California at Berkeley, Nov. 5, 1970.
11. "[M]ost newspaper articles and most television programming ignore the fact
that an appreciable part of their audience is black. The world that television and
newspapers offer to their black audience is almost totally white, in both appearance
and attitude." KERNER REPORT, supra note 6, at 383.
12. Women, of course, would prefer to see derogatory stereotypes eliminated
altogether. However, a licensee cannot be compelled to eliminate a particular program
or image; this would be censorship and an infringement upon the First Amendment
rights of both the licensee and the general public. Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
Brith v. FCC, 403 F.2d 169, 171-72 (D.C. Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 394 U.S. 930
(1969). Consequently, women must deal with stereotypes, not by demanding their
suppression but by demanding that the station present the other side of the issue.
See text accompanying notes 127-71 infra.
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into policy-making positions, both to assure feminist views in pro-
gramming decisions and as a basic equal employment right;
6. It should compel the licensee to report the new feminist
movement fairly.
In pursuing these objectives, women may adopt one or all of
several strategies. They may launch campaigns against the advertisers
who make discriminatory programming possible.1" They may boycott
products where the ad itself is offensive. 14 In addition they may
focus on a particular station by drawing community attention to its
discriminatory policies and programming.
Such strategies are limited, however, for the first two apply only in-
direct pressure on the broadcaster and all three approaches rely on in-
formal sanctions and publicity rather than on a vigorous assertion of
legal rights. Ultimately, the most effective tactic is a direct legal at-
tack on the broadcaster himself. And within the range of legal op-
tions-complaints and petitions filed with the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, complaints filed with other government agen-
cies,' 5 even private lawsuits against the broadcaster 6-- the most far-
reaching and most serious legal action is a challenge before the FCC of
the renewal of a broadcaster's license.17
13. A recent example is a letter from a vice-president of NOW to the Humble
Oil and Refining Co. concerning a show sponsored by Humble which included "a
viciously distorted and insulting picture of the women who are fighting for equal
opportunity in this society." Letter from Lucy Komisar to president of Humble Oil
and Refining Co., May 11, 1971, on file at The Hastings Law Journal.
14. In 1971 NOW bestowed the "old hat" award on the creators of the ten na-
tional advertising campaigns most insulting to women. Bannon, From Ads to "In-
sults": Not Such erLong, Long Way, Washington Post, Aug. 28, 1971, § C, at 1, col. 5.
15. E.g., NOW's employment charges filed against District of Columbia sta-
tion WRC with the FCC were simultaneously filed with two other federal agencies:
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), alleging a violation of
Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, and the Office of Federal Contract Compli-
ance (OFCC), Department of Labor, alleging a violation of Executive Orders 11246
and 11375. 117 CoNG. Rnc. H2642 (daily ed. Apr. 7, 1971) (remarks of Congress-
woman Abzug).
16. Commissioner Johnson proposes a theory of "programming liability" simi-
lar to the product liability imposed on manufacturers of consumer goods. Such a
theory would permit a court to award monetary damages to any viewer who could show
"psychic harm" caused by particular programs. N. JOHNSON, How TO TALK BACK TO
YouR TBLEvsION SnT 171-73 (Bantam ed. 1970).
One such set of viewers might be the children who are frightened and mentally
disturbed by televised instances of violence. Auerbach, TV Violence and Aggression,
Washington Post, Sept. 4, 1971, § E, at 1, col. 4. Similarly, it could be argued that
television inflicts psychic damage on little girls by belittling women's abilities and
limiting female role models. See Comments of NOW, supra note 2.
17. M. PRowrrr, Gtumn TO CrmZEN AcnON IN RADio AND TELEvIsION 26 (1971).
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A license renewal may be challenged since a television broad-
caster does not own his license but, in effect, leases it from the public
for a three-year period.18  Renewal depends on a showing, made at the
time of renewal, that the licensee's trusteeship has served, and will con-
tinue to serve, the public interest;"0 this in turn depends on his com-
pliance with specific commission doctrines setting out the standards
for public interest service. Three of these doctrines provide the legal
basis for a women's challenge to a petition for license renewal:
-the doctrine of community ascertainment,20 which requires that
the licensee discover and implement programming responsive to
the needs of significant groups within the broadcast commu-
nity;
-the equal employment rules,2 ' which prohibit discrimination
and require affirmative action programs in station employment;
and
-the fairness doctrine,22 which requires that the licensee pro-
vide fair coverage of conflicting views on controversial public
issues.
18. 47 U.S.C. § 307(d) (1964); FCC v. Sanders Bros. Radio Station, 309 U.S.
470, 475 (1940).
19. 47 U.S.C. § 307(d) (1964). See FCC v. Sanders Bros. Radio Station, 309
U.S. 470, 475 (1940); Pember, The Broadcaster and the Public Interest: A Proposal
to Replace an Unfaithful Servant, 4 LOYOLA L. Rav. 83 (Los Angeles 1970); Recent
Developments, Television: The Public Interest in License Renewals, 20 CATHOLIC U.L.
REv. 328 (1970).
20. "Ultimately, our broadcasting system is premised on concern that the very
identity of local States and cities might be destroyed by a mass communications system
with an exclusively national focus.
"In order to make sure that these objectives were realized, Congress decreed that
broadcast licenses should expire after 3 years. On their expiration, it instructed the
FCC to review the past and proposed performance of the licensee to see whether re-
newal would serve the public interest. . . . I]he public interest has always been
understood to require licensees to offer some 'balance' in their program format. To
serve the public interest, it is necessary for broadcasting to answer to minority as
well as majority interests, and to provide time for information and discussion of na-
tional and especially local issues of public importance." Renewal of Standard
Broadcast and Television Licenses [Broadcasting in America and the FCC's License
Renewal Process: An Oklahoma Case Study], 14 F.C.C.2d 1, 8 (1968) (Comm'rs
Cox and Johnson, dissenting).
21. 47 C.F.R. §§ 73.125(a), 73.301, 73.680 (1971). See id. § 73.125(b); In re
Petition for Rulemaking to Require Broadcast Licensees to Show Nondiscrimination in
their Employment Practices, 13 F.C.C.2d 766, 13 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 1645 (1968).
22. 47 U.S.C. § 315 (1964). For a discussion of the fairness doctrine and its
application to some contemporary problems see, e.g., Drabelle & Taylor, The President,
the Fairness Doctrine, and Political Access to the Broadcast Media, 15 ST. Louis L.J.
73 (1970).
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This article will explore, within the context of a feminist petition to




We begin with the ascertainment requirement. This doctrine,
first articulated in a 1960 commission policy statement 23 and subse-
quently refined in additional statements24 and in its 1971 Primer on
Community Ascertainment,25 basically provides that a licensee, in sub-
mitting his application for renewal, must show that he has conducted a
survey of community needs and that he proposes a program schedule
to meet them over the next three-year period.
Under present standards,26 the ascertainment requirement for re-
newal applicants consists of a series of particularized duties. The li-
censee must analyze and indicate the composition of his community;
2
he must show that he has consulted significant community groups and
23. Network Programming Inquiry: Report and Statement of Policy, 25 Fed.
Reg. 7291 (1960).
24. E.g., City of Camden, 18 F.C.C.2d 412, 16 P & F RADio RFG. 2D 555 (1969);
Minshall Broadcasting Co., 11 F.C.C.2d 796, 12 P & F RAniO REG. 2D 502 (1968).
See Public Notice Relating to Ascertainment of Community Needs by Broadcast
Applicants, 33 Fed. Reg. 12113 (1968).
25. Primer on Ascertainment of Community Problems by Broadcast Applicants,
36 Fed. Reg. 4092 (1971) [hereinafter cited as Primer].
26. The commission is currently considering a proposal which would consid-
erably weaken ascertainment requirements for renewal applicants. Notice of Inquiry
and Proposed Rule Making, 36 Fed. Reg. 3902 (1971). Under the proposed rules the
particularized standards of the Primer would apply to applicants for transfer, assign-
ment, or initial construction of a facility. Id. at 3908. For renewal applicants, the
commission would require only that the licensee list the most significant problems in
his service area over the preceding year, the programs he aired to meet them, his
method of ascertainment over the preceding renewal period, and a summary of the
complaints and suggestions he received from the public during that time. Id. The
general requirement that the licensee ascertain and respond to major problems would
remain, but the particular duty to seek out all significant groups and propose future
programming (for the next license period) to meet significant. needs, would be elimi-
nated.
This article, however, discusses ascertainment according to Primer requirements for
two reasons. First, until the new rules are adopted, the Primer continues to apply to
commercial license renewals. Primer, supra note 25, at 4094. Second, even if the new
rules prevail, the arguments advanced here may be raised against a renewal applicant,
but in a different context; instead of showing that an application ignores women and
fails to respond to their problems, petitioners can show that over the past three years
of the renewal period they have raised these same issues in letters to the broadcaster
and complaints to the commission, and that licensee service has still not improved.
27. Primer, supra note 25, at 4104 (questions 4, 9 and 10).
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a representative range of community members as to the community's
needs;28 and he must evaluate these needs and, in his application,
propose programming to meet them.29
These requirements give all significant groups within the broadcast
community three basic rights:
(1) the right of recognition in the renewal application as a signifi-
cant segment of the community;
(2) the right to consultation with the broadcaster on community
needs; and
(3) the right to responsive programming by the broadcaster to
meet those needs.
The Right of Recognition
The foundation of the ascertainment process is an initial demo-
graphic survey, conducted by the broadcaster to identify significant
groups within the community. Once the licensee identifies a group as
significant he is under an absolute duty to include it in his consultations.
If he does not, the commission will find his ascertainment showing de-
fective.3°
The "significance" of a group is almost totally a statistical de-
termination: Does the group contain a numerically substantial seg-
ment of the population? Thus the commission urges the use of current
census data or data from the local chamber of commerce or other relia-
ble sources to show the "various economic, social, political, cultural
and other elements of the community, such as government, education,
religion, agriculture, business, labor, the professions, racial and/or
ethnic groups and eleemosynary organizations .. ." "[G]uess-
work [is] . . . inadequate,"32 and the information should be factual,
detailed and totally objective in nature.3
28. Id. at 4104-05 (questions 4 and 13).
29. Id. at 4105 (questions 23 and 24).
30. Id. at 4099, 4104-05 (questions 10 and 16).
31. Id. at 4104 (question 10).
32. Id. (question 9).
33. The Primer indicates the kinds of information, relevant to determining the
composition of a community, which can be provided by the Bureau of the Census:
"total population; land area; population density; percent nonwhite; percent Negro;
percent foreign born; total foreign born; country of origin as a percent of total foreign
stock; median age; percent under 18 years of age; percent 65 years of age and over;
population per household; as to persons 25 years old and over, the median number of
school years completed, the percent completing less than 5 years of school; as to per-
sons 5 to 34 years old, the percent enrolled in all schools and in private schools; per-
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Under this standard, recognition of women as a significant com-
munity group is guaranteed. Women as a class comprise 51 percent of
the population,34 surely a significant percentage. Moreover, women
clearly constitute a discrete group of people with needs and inter-
ests separate from the needs and interests of men. Whatever their
identification with other groups-i.e., black women will also think of
themselves as blacks,35 and politically conscious women may think of
themselves as Republicans or Democrats-women in our society have
been treated as a class, and discriminatory treatment has given them
interests and problems in common. Women, for example, are victims
of pervasive and deep-seated discrimination in employment.3 6 They
are paid less than men for the same work.17  They are concentrated in
low-prestige, low-level positions.3 8  They work for compelling eco-
nomic reasons, to support themselves and their families.3 9 They need
cent of work force employed in manufacturing, retail, wholesale, and white collar occu-
pations; total income; median family income; percent families earning less than $3,000;
percent of families earning $10,000 or more. . . ." Id. at 4096 n.9.
34. BuREAu oF THE CENSUs, U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, 1970 CENSUS OF POp-
ULATION 4 (1971).
35. Morrison, What the Black Woman Thinks About Women's Lib, N.Y.
Times, Aug. 22, 1971 (Magazine), at 14.
36. More than 29 million women are in the labor force. WOMEN'S BumATJI, U.S.
DEP'T OF LABOR, 1969 HANDBOOK ON WOMEN WoRKEms 3. Their median income in
1971 was only $4,977, while their male counterparts had a median income of
$8,227. WOMEN's BuREAu, U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, FACT SHEET ON EARNINGs GAP 1
(1971). This differential may be partly explained by the fact that women represent
37% of the professional and technical workers in 1969, down from 45% in 1940.
During the same time period, the proportion of women in the work force increased
from 26% to 37%. WoMEN's BuREAu, U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, UNDERUTILIZATION OF
WOMEN WoRKEns 9 (rev. ed. 1971).
37. During 1969 women clerical workers had a median income of $5,187; male
clerical workers had a median income of $7,966. FACT SHEET ON EARNINGS GAP, supra
note 36, at 2.
38. As of September 1971, approximately 63% of all women workers were
employed in lower paying clerical, sales, and service fields, yet nearly 75% of all male
workers were employed as higher paid professional and technical workers, managers,
proprietors, craftsmen, foremen or factory workers. See BUREAu OF LABOR STATiSTICS,
U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, EmPLoYMENT & EARNiNGs, Oct. 1971, at 35.
39. Two-thirds of all women who work do so because they must-either they
are alone, or their husbands earn less than $7,000 a year. WozvmN's BuREAU, U.S.
DEP'T OF LABOR, WHY WoMEN WORK 1 (rev. ed. 1971). Women head 1.9 million
impoverished families, Negro males head 600,000. One-quarter of all families headed
by white women are in poverty. More than half of all headed by Negro women are
in poverty. Only 18% of those headed by Negro males are in poverty. Six percent
of those headed by white males are in poverty. WOMEN's BuREAu, U.S. DEP'T OF
LABOR, FACT SHEET ON THE AmECAN FAMILY IN PovERTY 1 (rev. ed. 1971).
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child care facilities,40 access to on-the-job training,4' and information
about professional employment opportunities.4" They are vitally inter-
ested in the mechanics of filing job discrimination charges, in the tech-
niques of breaking into a hostile job market, and in the goals and
aims of the women's rights movement in general. Their separate status
as a disadvantaged group of citizens has been recognized and docu-
mented by-among other authorities-a presidential task force,43 con-
gressional hearings,44 government agncies, 45 and private professional
studies. 46 If, as the commission suggests, the "significance" of a group
may rest not only on its size but on its "lack of influence in the com-
munity, '4 7 women are doubly qualified for the honor; despite their status
as a demographic majority, their real influence in the economic and
political power structure is virtually nil.4 8
40. There are 4.6 million working mothers who have children under the age of
six. WOMEN'S BUREAU, U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, DAY CARE: AN EMPLOYER'S PLUS 1
(1971).
41. In the federal Job Opportunities in the Business Sector program (JOBS),
only 30.7% of those hired are women. Among Job Corps enrollees, 26% are women.
U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, MANPOWER REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT 311 (1971).
42. 7% of all doctors are women; 3% of all lawyers; 1% of all engineers.
UNDERUTILIZATION OF WOMEN WORKERS, supra note 36, at 11.
43. E.g., PRESIDENTIAL TASK FORCE ON WOMEN'S RIGHTS AND REsPONSrBILITIES,
A MATTER OF SIMPLE JUSTICE (1970).
44. E.g., Hearings on H.J. Res. 35,208 and Related Bills and H.R. 916 and Re-
lated Bills Before Subcomm. No. 4 on the Study of Equal Rights for Men and Women
of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 92d Cong., 1st Sess., Ser. 2 (1971); Hearings on
S.J. Res. 61 and 231 Before the Subcomm. on Constitutional Amendments of the Senate
Comm. on the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970); Hearings on Section 805 of
H.R. 16098, supra note 6.
45. E.g., CITIZENS ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN, WOMEN IN
1970 (1971); see authorities cited in note 36 supra.
46. E.g., Symposium-Women and the Law, 5 VALPARAISO U.L. REv. 203-488
(1971).
See also studies included in Hearings on Section 805 of H.R. 16098, supra note 6,
passim.
47. Primer, supra note 25, at 4104 (question 10).
48. "In 1968, women were:
-Less than 10 percent of all the professional . . . elites; . . .9 percent
of all full professors; 9 percent of all scientists; 7 percent of all physicians;
3 percent of all lawyers; 1 percent of all engineers.
-Less than 7 percent of the income elite of the individuals with incomes
of $10,000 or more, including all the rich widows ...
-Less than 4 percent of the prestige elite listed in Who's Who in America
for 1970-1971....
-Two percent of the power elite of business executives listed in Standard
& Poor's Directory of leading American corporations; less than 4 percent
of all Federal civil servants in the six highest grades; 1 percent of Federal
judges; 1 percent of the United States Senate."
C. BIRD, BORN FEMALE 82-83 (rev. ed. 1970).
[Vol. 23
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A broadcaster may not argue against recognition of women on
the grounds that they lack self-identification as a group. As the
commission has noted:
[Glroups with the greatest problems may be the least organized
and have the fewest recognized spokesmen. Therefore, additional
efforts may be necessary to identify their leaders so as to better
establish a dialogue with such groups and better ascertain their
problems.49
In other words, a woman's subjective failure to identify with other
women does not give broadcasters a license to ignore her objective
needs. In fact they may have a greater obligation to recognize and
serve women than they do with regard to other, more organized groups
or movements.
By any set of criteria, therefore, women are a significant group
which the broadcaster must include in his analysis of the community.
Indeed, in several cases the commission has already acknowledged the
importance of women as a separate category of viewers.
In City of Camden,50 for example, the commission found that a
survey which included "but one woman," as well as limited repre-
sentation from other segments of the community, was defective. In
Santa Fe Television, Inc.51 an inadequate survey covered twenty-three
community leaders, among whom there was only one woman and no
students, youth, labor members, lower-economic viewers, or members
of the Spanish community.
Neither of these decisions ruled squarely on whether the absence
of women alone defeats a licensee's showing on ascertainment. Both
decisions, however, assumed without question that women are a separate
community group entitled to broadcaster recognition. Such a status
has entitled community groups in other cases-for example groups of
black citizens-to challenge ascertainment exclusively on their own be-
half. -5 2  Furthermore, the commission's new Primer states flatly that
if any one group is unrepresented the ascertainment is defective.
53
It appears then that a licensee's failure to recognize women will, by it-
self, call his application into question, particularly if the ascertainment
issue is joined with other issues, such as whether the licensee has pro-
49. Primer, supra note 25, at 4105 (question 13(a) ).
50. 18 F.C.C.2d 412, 16 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 555 (1969).
51. 18 F.C.C.2d 741, 16 P & F RADrO RiEG. 2D 934 (1969).
52. Radio Station WSNT, Inc., 27 F.C.C.2d 993, 21 P & F RADIo R EG. 2D 405
(1971); Evening Star Broadcasting Co., 27 F.C.C.2d 316, 20 P & F RADIo REG. 2D
1311 (1971).
53. Primer, supra note 25, at 4105 (question 16).
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posed responsive programming or met his equal employment obliga-
tions. 54
Policy considerations as well as the commission's own rules re-
quire this result. The average male licensee today is unlikely to con-
sider women a distinct group of viewers with needs apart from those of
their husbands and children. It is also unlikely, given the low
levels at which women are employed in the industry,55 that he has
women around him in positions of authority to present the women's
perspective. Thus, it is particularly important that broadcasters be re-
quired to recognize women as a separate group with a separate iden-
tity since, as a practical matter, unless the licensee is compelled to
consult community women, he will not understand women's needs.
The Right to Consulation
Once recognized as a significant community group, women are
entitled to be consulted by the licensee in two distinct ways: first as
leaders of women, and second as general members of the public.56
The licensee's first duty is to consult directly with leaders of each
significant group in the community.57 The purpose of the interview is not
to learn about community problems in general (although that may be a
secondary and fortuitous result) ,58 but to learn about the group's prob-
lems in particular, and "to ascertain what the person consulted be-
lieves to be the problems of the community from the standpoint of a
leader of the particular group or organization."59 Thus as the commis-
sion says, "[A] leader in this educational field would be a useful source
of information on educational matters; a labor leader on labor mat-
ters; and a business leader on business matters."6  Women's leaders,
therefore, should be consulted on women's matters. This raises a criti-
54. In Radio Station WSNT, Inc., 27 F.C.C.2d 993, 21 P & F RADIO REG. 2D
405 (1971) and Cosmos Broadcasting Corp., 21 F.C.C.2d 729, 18 P & F RADIO REG.
2D 538 (Rev. Bd. 1970), ascertainment for blacks was joined with the second issue of
whether the licensee's programming was responsive. In Evening Star Broadcasting
Co., 27 F.C.C.2d 317, 20 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 1311 (1971), although the com-
mission found that the licensee's application withstood scrutiny, the ascertainment issue
was raised and considered together with questions on employment programming, and
concentration of media.
55. See 117 CONG. REc. H2642-44 (daily ed. Apr. 7, 1971) (remarks of Con-
gresswoman Abzug),
56. See Primer, supra note 25, at 4096, 4104-05 (question 4).
57. Id. at 4097, 4105 (question 17).
58. See id. at 4099, 4105 (question 18).
59. id. (emphasis added).
60. Id.
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cal question: Can the licensee discharge his duty by interviewing, as
"women's leaders," women who hold leadership positions in the com-
munity, but who are indifferent to women's rights? A careful reading
of the interview requirement suggests that the answer is no.
From a commission perspective, a woman who is unconcerned
about women's needs, though active in other community areas, does
not qualify as a women's leader. The purpose of consultation is to en-
able a licensee to ascertain the separate and distinct needs, peculiar to
each group, of those segments of the community with which he might
otherwise lack contact.61 Accordingly, to ascertain the needs of
women, he must seek out leaders who represent what may be called
the women's interest-that is, those who as individuals or as heads
of organizations are specifically and primarily concerned with women's
needs and problems. These include equal employment, child care,
abortion, professional advancement, and any other areas in which
women are asserting their legal, economic or moral rights as a class.
This requirement does not prohibit the broadcaster from consulting
women in other capacities; it does give women's interest leaders,
however, an affirmative right to be included.
Not every well-known woman qualifies as a leader of the "women's
interest" simply because she happens to be female. Shirley Temple
Black, for example, is an important community figure, but her identifi-
cation with other women and with women's problems is not evident.
The League of Women Voters draws its membership from women, but
its aims are civic and as an organization it has generally ignored wom-
en's issues altogether. Leaders of such groups may be consulted as
representatives of other community interests, but they are by no means
automatically entitled to be spokeswomen on women's needs simply be-
cause their membership is traditionally female.
On the other hand, many community leaders can speak for women
qua women: members of women's rights organizations (the National
Organization for Women, Women's Liberation, the Women's Equity
Action League); public officials who represent or articulate the woman's
interest (the Citizens' Advisory Council on the Status of Women, state
commissions on the status of women, some elected officials); leaders of
unions representing women workers (unions of domestic workers);
and leaders of women's professional organizations (the American As-
sociation of University Women, business and professional women's
clubs, the National Conference of Law Women). This list, of course, is
not all-inclusive, and other groups may also qualify to speak for wom-
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en.62 The broadcast licensee has a duty, however, to consult the lead-
ers of some groups in this category; if he excludes all representatives
of the "women's interest," he runs the risk of denial of his application
for renewal.63
Furthermore, given the strength of the women's movement, ex-
plicitly feminist groups like NOW or Women's Liberation have a strong
case for being expressly consulted as well. When a community move-
ment is strong, the failure to consult any of its members has been
held to defeat a station's ascertainment process. In Radio Station
WSNT, Inc.64 60 percent of the community was black and there was a
strong civil rights movement. The commission found that civil rights
groups involved in the movement spoke for over half the population
and deserved to be consulted. Yet the defective licensee made no effort
to interview members of the movement in his survey, and, moreover,
reported such things as the prosecution of a movement leader for in-
toxicated driving, while refusing to air problack announcements of move-
ment meetings.
The women's movement is similarly ill-treated. Stations ignore
women's rights leaders in community surveys and deny coverage to the
Equal Rights Amendment, while playing up mythical incidents of bra-
61. The applicant cannot rely on his own familiarity with the area to make an
independent judgment of its needs. Id. at 4095, 4104 (question 5); Andy Valley
Broadcasting System, Inc., 12 F.C.C.2d 3, 6, 12 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 691, 695
(1968).
62. Other groups that may speak to the needs and problems of women include:
General Federation of Women's Clubs, Intercollegiate Association of Women Stu-
dents, League for American Working Women, National Association of Women Law-
yers, The National Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs, Inc., Na-
tional Federation of Republican Women, National Woman's Party, Professional Wo-
men's Caucus, and Unitarian Universalist Women's Federation.
63. Since the renewal applicant must select community leaders to reflect com-
munity composition, it can even be argued that something like 51% of the persons
consulted should be leaders of the "women's interest." See Primer, supra note 25, at
4105 (question 13(a) ). It is true of course that the commission has refused to play
a numbers game in assessing the depth of a licensee's consultation with specific com-
munity groups (Le., blacks) on the grounds that ascertainment of needs, not consulta-
tion with viewers, is the ultimate goal of commission regulations. See Universal
Broadcasting, 27 F.C.C.2d 1022, 21 P & F RADIo REG. 2D 359 (1971); Evening Star
Broadcasting Co., 27 F.C.C.2d 316, 20 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 1311 (1971). However,
in Universal and in other cases, the commission has taken this position only where the
licensee has in fact indicated that race discrimination was a major community problem
to which it would respond in programming. Few stations have shown an equal aware-
ness of the problems of women. Clearly, women need to count numbers to make sure
the licensee talks to enough of them to become aware of their needs.
64. 27 F.C.C.2d 993, 21 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 405 (1971).
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burning. This mistreatment continues despite the fact that the move-
ment itself, broadly construed, has a strong community base. De-
spite the claims of a few "Aunt Toms," it is -unlikely that most women
prefer to work in low-paying jobs or fail to comprehend the need for
fair employment. In fact, many women who "don't believe in wom-
en's liberation," do in fact believe explicitly in women's liberation goals.
Thus the statement is often heard: "I don't support everything they do,
but I do believe in equal pay for equal work."6  Thus in a typical
metropolitan community 51 percent of the population is female. Half
the women in the community work,6  most of them for their livelihood
nd not as a luxury. 7  Numerous women's organizations exist to
fight discrimination and support changes in women's status6 s by
lobbying, demonstrating, campaigning for office, and filing a multiplic-
ity of lawsuits-all in the name of women's rights.69 Under these
circumstances a licensee has an obligation to consult at least some
members of what may loosely be called the "Women's Movement," as
well as leaders of the women's community generally.
We turn now briefly to the licensee's second duty-to consult
with a random sample of members of the general public.70 The com-
mission has indicated that this may be accomplished by choosing names
65. This refrain was echoed even by Mrs. Richard M. Nixon in her recent
statement on the National Women's Political Caucus: "I haven't even read about
that. It sounds pretty wild, to be frank. It really wasn't something I wanted to read
about." She hastened to add, however, that she was definitely for equal rights for
everyone and in favor of equal pay for equal work and would like to see more women
run for political offices. Cimons, Caucus Has No Appeal for Pat, L.A. Times, Aug. 19,
1971 (View), at 1.
66. As of 1970, 519o of the total American population was female. BUREAU
or TRE CENSUS, STATISTICAL AasnAuCr 24 (table 23) (1971). "Half the women in the
population between the ages of 18 and 65 are in the labor force, and the percentage
continues to rise rapidly." WoMEN's BURFu, U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, EXPANDirN
OPPORTtNrMES FOR Gms 1 (1970).
67. See note 39 supra.
68. In the District of Columbia there are, by an informal count, at least fifteen
women's rights organizations, including Federally Employed Women, Human Rights for
Women, NOW, National Women's Political Caucus, WEAL, Women's Legal Defense
Fund, Women's Liberation, Women's National Abortion Action Coalition, Women
United, and numerous undergraduate and graduate university organizations.
69. E.g., United States v. Vuitch, 402 U.S. 62 (1971) (abortion); Phillips v.
Martin Marietta Corp., 400 U.S. 542 (1971) (employment); Eisenstadt v. Baird,
429 F.2d 1398 (1st Cir. 1970) (distribution of contraceptives); Bowe v. Colgate-
Palmolive Co., 416 F.2d 711 (7th Cir. 1969) (employment); the lobbying effort by
Women United on behalf of the Equal Rights Amendment; demonstrations on August
26, 1971, "Women's Equality Day"; formation of the National Women's Political Cau-
cus, designed to help women run for elective office.
70. Primer, supra note 25, at 4105 (question 13(b)).
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at random from a telephone directory.7 Precise statistical accuracy is
not necessary, but the survey is generally expected to reflect the composi-
tion of the community. 72 By the law of averages this means that at
least half those consulted in the average community should be women.
In fact, if a survey shows less than 50 percent women, a question
might logically be raised to whether it was random. If not, the con-
sultation is defective.
Unlike the interview of leaders, the random survey is more likely
to disclose women's general needs as viewers rather than their partic-
ular needs as women. It is here in other words, that women will in-
dicate their need for programming on general community issues-
the Vietnam war, crime, inflation, and race relations. Thus the random
survey provides the licensee with the information he needs to design a
programming schedule to meet the needs of women as members of the
general public, especially during the daytime hours when most of the
audience is female.
The Right to Responsive Programming
Finally we come to the teeth of the ascertainment requirement.
Once the broadcaster has identified and consulted women as a significant
segment of the community, he must propose programming in his re-
newal application to meet their problems and needs. 73
As in other areas,74 commission standards for measuring licen-
see performance are vague. Although the 1971 Primer sets out gen-
eral guidelines, the broadcaster is left with a wide area of discretion;
he is not required to meet all community problems but may decide in
good faith which ones merit a response. 75  If the commission finds
his proposed schedule "insufficiently responsive," it may ask him to jus-
tify his reasoning.70 The one objective criterion is that when a licensee
lists numerous problems but proposes programming to meet needs in
71. Id. at 4098.
72. Id.
73. "No policy of the Communications Act is more fundamental than the re-
quirement that broadcasters serve the particular needs and interests of their com-
munities." Pember, The Broadcaster and the Public Interest: A Proposal to Replace
an Unfaithful Servant, 4 LOYOLA L. REV. 83, 97 (Los Angeles 1971).
74. E.g., Note, A Fair Break for Controversial Speakers: Limitations of the
Fairness Doctrine and the Need for Individual Access, 39 GEo. WASH. L. REV. 532
(1971).
75. Primer, supra note 25, at 4105 (question 25).
76. Id. (question 24).
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only one or two areas, a prima facie question concerning his ability
to serve the public interest is raised.77
Whatever standards do exist must be inferred from an analysis
of the cases. Accordingly, to determine women's programming rights
we must turn to an analysis of three specific rulings: Radio Station
WSNT, Inc.,78 City of Camden 9 and Evening Star Broadcasting Co.80
In WSNT the commission found that the needs of the black pop-
ulation-60 percent of the community-were ignored in the licensee's
application because the licensee withheld news coverage of local civil
rights activities, refused air time for problack announcements on move-
ment meetings, and refused to provide speaking time to black leaders.
The commission held that such programming was inadequate and desig-
nated a hearing on whether the renewal of the licensee's application
would serve the public interest.8"
For women, the implications of this ruling are clear. If a li-
censee cannot refuse coverage to civil rights activities for blacks, he
cannot refuse coverage to civil rights activities for women. This means
that the licensee cannot avoid covering women's news items, such as the
Equal Rights Amendment or the campaigns of women candidates for
public office. He must provide air time for local women's rights leaders
to speak, and he must announce women's rights meetings over the air as
a public service.
In City of Camden8 2 other types of needs were ignored. There
the licensee's program proposals systematically overlooked "matters of
interest" to the low-income community such as job training programs,
education programs, bus schedules, and distribution points for unem-
ployment compensation, food stamps and medical services. The com-
mission concluded that the superficiality of the proposals "reflect[ed]
the applicant's lack of depth in determining needs," and denied assign-
ment of the license.88
77. Id. (question 26). The licensee would then have the burden of showing the
validity of his proposal.
78. 27 F.C.C.2d 993, 21 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 405 (1971).
79. 18 F.C.C.2d 412, 16 P & F RADIo R G. 2D 555 (1969).
80. 27 F.C.C.2d 316, 20 P & F RADIO REG. 21 1311 (1971).
81. Cf. Lamar Life Broadcasting Co., 3 F.C.C.2d 784, 7 P & F RADIo REG. 2D
445, rev'd sub nom. Office of Communication of the United Church of Christ v. FCC,
359 F.2d 994 (D.C. Cir. 1966), on remand, Lamar Life Broadcasting Co., 14 F.C.C.2d
431, 13 P & F RADIO R G. 2D 769 (1969), rev'd sub. nom. Office of Communication
of the United Church of Christ v. FCC, 425 F.2d 543 (D.C. Cir. 1969).
82. 18 F.C.C.2d 412, 16 P & F RADIo REG. 21 555 (1969).
83. Id. at 422, 16 P & F RADIO REG. 21 at 570.
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Again by analogy, a broadcaster's license should be denied if he
fails to provide informational programming for women. Women, like
the poor, have specialized needs which the typical licensee ignores.
They need information on job training, equal employment, educa-
tional opportunities and the location of child care facilities. Public
service announcements of the kind envisioned in Camden can meet
this need. A licensee's total program schedule, however, rather than
isolated news spots or announcements, should be geared toward the
needs of large and significant segments of the community.
In Evening Star Broadcasting Co.,84 a license renewal was chal-
lenged by representatives of the black community who lived within
the station's service area. Among the allegations filed was the failure
of the licensee to provide adequate programming for blacks. The com-
mission noted that programming is not capable of being categorized as
"black" or "white." 85 Nevertheless the commission acknowledged the
licensee's special programming responsibilities to the black community
-which it found constituted 25 percent of the service area-and held
that specific programs in the licensee's broadcast schedule had in fact
filled that need. Some examples included discussions on the promotion
of black capitalism in the station's service area; public service an-
nouncements on urban employment and child care programs; interviews
with black leaders; and documentaries on such subjects as the psy-
chological effects of race prejudice, African art, and the discriminatory
administration of justice.8 6
Thus, in a typical service area where 51 percent of the population
is female, licensees should be required on the basis of the commission's
own precedent to provide an even wider range of programs for women.
For example, a licensee might offer the following: public service an-
nouncements on equal employment, child care programs, and the gov-
ernmental "Women's Action Program"; interviews with women's rights
leaders; historical programs on the women's suffrage movement; docu-
mentaries on the psychological effects of sex prejudice; documentaries on
women artists; discussions with women's leaders about the mood of
modem women; discussions on job opportunities for women; and dis-
cussions of the discriminatory administration of justice from a wom-
an's perspective, including material about differential sentencing and
law enforcement.
84. 27 F.C.C.2d 316, 20 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 1311 (1971).
85. Id. at 332, 20 P & F RADIo REG. 2D at 1332.
86. See id. at 323, 20 P & F RADIO REG. 2D at 1323.
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Collectively, these three cases show the range of programming
which stations have been required to present in response to the needs
of black communities. If they have a consistent thrust, it is that a li-
censee will be compelled to deal with particular needs which have
resulted from patterns of discrimination against a class in the com-
munity, particularly if the class is substantial enough to have articulated
its grievances to the community at large-thus making discrimina-
tion in fact a community issue to which the media must respond.
Yet, in fact, television has ignored the reality of women's problems
in almost every aspect of its programming. Where, for example, are
documentaries on unemployment among women, on the problems of
women as heads of households, or on the women's rights movement?
Are public service announcements affecting women-giving the loca-
tion of child care facilities, job training programs or meetings of wom-
en's rights organizations-given free time on the air? How many
stations show women news announcers or "anchorwomen"? Where
is the female equivalent of a prime-time show like "Black Journal,"
hosted by a woman and giving serious attention to women's problems?
The answers to these questions are easy to find. A week long mon-
itoring survey of a District of Columbia station earlier this year revealed
the following:
Beginning with the news programs, we discovered that all news
anchormen are, indeed, males. Altogether, males appeared re-
porting on news items at least 247 times, while females appeared
28 times. . . . During the entire week, only 8 women's liberation
or women-related news items . . . were mentioned. .... public
service talk shows had 17 hosts, 3 hostesses. There were 57 male
and only 11 female guests. . . Males narrated each of the 6
documentaries shown during the week. In these, 19 males and 4
females were interviewed. None of the documentaries or talk
shows dealt with issues or problems directly related to women.87
Thus the needs of women, as women, go almost totally unrecog-
nized on current television programming. As far as the industry is
concerned, women are simply part of the regular viewing audience, with
no special problems and with interests and needs indistinguishable
from those of the general broadcast community.
Yet even if television regards women as indistinguishable from
everyone else, it still ignores their needs; this time their needs as citi-
zens and members of society, for informative programming on a variety
of public issues. For although television may be a vast wasteland,
87. VOCAL MAJORITY, June 1971, at 19 (NOW Newsletter).
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some parts of the landscape are more barren than others-notably day-
time television which is directed primarily at women.
No other aspect of television service reveals more clearly the in-
dustry's contemptuous attitude toward its female viewers. Alice Em-
bree, a feminist writer, has noted the abrupt descent into trivia which
characterizes the daytime schedule as soon as it can safely be assumed
that men have left for work.
The normal daytime routine for men is a job; for women it is
taking care of the home and/or children. So, the nine-to-five
television schedule is geared particularly to women. Consider it
for a moment. From Captain Kangaroo to several comedies,
a few minutes of news at noon (men might be watching during their
lunch breaks), and then an afternoon predominated by soap operas
and a few game shows. The media provides trivia and comedy
for diversion from serious matters, while constantly pounding in
the message of consumption.88
On soap operas, the "realities of urban riots, the draft for the war
in Vietnam, labor-union struggles, insurgent political groups, etc., don't
intrude upon the fantasy."89  As to talk shows, there may be some
pretense at serious discussion but the dialogue soon is reduced to inane
gossip.
The next guest is the Governor of Massachusetts(!), a lean,
clean-looking man who is barely seated before Miss Graham tells
him he is so handsome "he must come from Central Casting."
The Governor tops this with an original remark of his own:
"Flattery will get you nowhere," he says, then moves promptly
into a heavy number about drugs ("It's not just a problem of the
poor, you know") and pollution. After the usual cannonade of
commercials, Miss Graham tells the Gov how gorgeous his wife
is, then oozes into The Big Question. Would he allow his wife
to wear a see-through blouse, the way Joan Kennedy did, to the
White House?90
In this way even daytime talk shows provide substandard service.
Industry programmers clearly believe that where there are no male
viewers there is no need for thoughtful or informative programming.
Women are not considered even average members of the general view-
ing public; they are a class of subviewer with no needs or interests at
all beyond doing the laundry and gossiping with celebrities. This in-
dustry bias-that women are something less than citizens-was openly
revealed in the CBS decision several years ago not to air the Fullbright
88. Embree, Media Images I, in SIsTEIOOD IS POWERFUL 181 (R. Morgan
ed. 1970).
89. Id. at 182.
90. Rollins, Daytime Gabtime: TV to Vacuum By, LooK, Sept. 7, 1971, at M.
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hearings on the war in Vietnam. CBS felt "housewives, not 'opinion
leaders,' were tuned in at that hour, and housewives weren't interested
in Vietnam." 1
Thus substandard daytime programming is another element in
the industry's failure to serve women's needs. By aiming a particular
segment of the broadcast schedule at women and by saturating it
with low quality programming, television discriminates against women
as viewers and ignores their general needs for balanced programming
on a wide range of community issues.
This discrimination violates commission policies in two ways.
First, of course, the licensee is under an obligation to provide informa-
tion to women as well as to other viewers on the public issues which
affect them as citizens-for example, inflation, Vietnam, law and order.
In addition, current renewal forms stress the viewer's right to "bal-
anced" programming; that is, to a wide range of shows in a speci-
fied number of categories, including news and public affairs as well as
entertainment and sports.92 Yet daytime television offends both these
requirements; it limits its range of programs, and it avoids serious
treatment, anytime during the day, of major community problems.-3
Since most daytime viewers are women and since many women watch
television primarily during the day, the result is an impermissible
"imbalance" for one set of viewers-women watch soap operas, sim-
ple-minded quiz shows, and a steady stream of commercials, but their
91. F. FRIENDLY, Dun TO CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND OUR CONTROL (1967), cited
in Embree, Media Images I, in SISTmHOOI IS POWEWRUL 183 (R. Morgan ed. 1970).
92. Network Programming Inquiry, Report and Statement of Policy, 25 Fed. Reg.
7291 (1960).
93. See Washington Post, Sept. 19, 1971 (TV Channels), at 19, which lists the
following for Wednesday, September 22, 1971:
9:00 Magic Door





1:00 All My Children
1:30 Let's Make a Deal
2:00 Newlywed Game
2:30 Dating Game
3:30 One Life to Live
4:00 Movie, "The Man I Love" (1947) 2 hrs.
Thus, on a typical broadcast day (9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.) one District of Columbia
station offers no public affairs programs, no news, no news analysis, no documentaries,
no cultural affairs programs-only soap operas, old movies and game and quiz shows.
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needs for other kinds of programming are largely ignored.9 4
A licensee who ignores the needs of a large part of his audience
clearly has not met his obligation to operate in the public interest by
providing responsive programming. Brandywine-Main Line Radio95
is a case in point. There the commission denied license renewal to a
station partly on the grounds that it had made an unacceptable, a
priori judgment that the entire community could be served through
conservative, fundamentalist programming. In effect the commission
applied in fact what it had already declared in policy-that a licensee
cannot program to meet the needs of one segment of the community
while ignoring the needs of others. Under the commission's logic,
this rule applies equally for women; a licensee who provides balanced
programming and comprehensive coverage of community problems
for men but none for women, illegally discriminates among classes
of viewers and violates the statutory duty to operate in the interests
of the public as a whole. 96
Fair Employment
A young woman recently filed a complaint of sex discrimination
with the Cleveland Office of the Equal Opportunity Commission.
She had applied to be a newscaster for an Ohio radio station and
was turned down. The station didn't hire female newscasters, the
station manager told her, because "news coming from a woman
sounds like gossip."'0 7




The second basis on which women may petition the FCC to deny
renewal of a broadcaster's license is that the licensee discriminates
against them in employment.
94. Some may argue that women also watch television in the evening and there-
fore do have access to balanced public issue programming. However, the fact that
women can watch the programs intended primarily for men at night does not justify
the low level or discriminatory nature of the service provided to them during the day.
95. 24 F.C.C.2d 18, 19 P & F RADIO RuG. 2D 433, aff'd on rehearing, 27
F.C.C.2d 565, 21 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 22 (1971).
96. Discriminatory service may also be prohibited by the Fourteenth Amend-
ment equal protection clause. For an analysis of judicial interpretation of women's
rights under the Constitution see Eastwood, The Double Standard of Justice: Women's
Rights Under the Constitution, 5 VALPARAISO U.L. REV. 237 (1971). See also
Sail'er Inn, Inc. v. Kirby, 5 Cal. 3d 1, 485 P.2d 529, 95 Cal. Rptr. 329 (1971).
97. Brown, Sex Discrimination-It Isn't Funny, It Is Illegal and the Battle Has
Begun, THE UNION POSTAL CLERK, Apr. 1971, at 37.
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Women in Industry Employment
Sex discrimination is rampant in broadcasting. Women are under:
represented in industry employment generally, and when they are hired
they are confined to low-paying, low-status, submanagerial positions.
In 1966 women occupied only 5.7 percent of all nonclerical positions
in broadcasting 8  In 1971 the pattern is the same; a recent survey
of a District of Columbia station, for example, showed female em-
ployees vastly outnumbered by men and almost totally excluded from
professional or managerial jobs:
-of the total station work force, only 20 percent were women;
-of the ten directors employed, none was a woman;
-of the eight operations directors employed, none was a woman;
-of the fourteen announcers, none was a woman;
-of the three unit managers, none was a woman;
-of the eighteen employed on film crews, none was a woman;
-of the twenty-eight film editors and processors, none was a
woman;
-of the ninety-six engineers, none was a woman;
-of the twenty-four managerial heads or chiefs of departments,
one was a woman.9
This pattern of discrimination predominates throughout the in-
dustry. Women simply do not occupy positions as policy makers in
television. The 1970 Broadcasting Yearbook shows, for example,
eighty-two stations in the nation's top ten television markets.10 These
stations list a total of 511 managerial positions; only 11 are held by
women. In other words, in 1970 women filled no more than 2 percent
of the top jobs in stations serving the nation's ten largest cities. 10
The 1971 figures show no improvement. 0 2 In network stations
alone, women hold only 3 jobs of the 242 listed for thirty stations in
98. See NOW, Petition for Amendment to FCC Forms, RM-17-22 at 9, filed
Dec. 4, 1970, on file at The Hastings Law Journal.
99. Letter from WEAL to William B. Ray, Mar. 2, 1971, quoted in 117 CONG.
REc. H2643-44 (daily ed. Apr. 7, 1971).
100. The ten top markets of 1970 in descending order are: New York, Los
Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, San Francisco, Detroit, Cleveland, Washing-
ton, and Pittsburgh. BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS, INC. 1970 BROADCASTING YEARBOOK
50. 101. See id. at A-4 to A-74.
102. In 1971 the top ten markets remained the same, although Boston and San
Francisco exchanged positions on the descending order set out in note 100 supra.
BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS, INC., 1971 BROADCASTING YEmBOOK 44.
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the top ten markets.10 3  This means that in what may be assumed
to be the major stations in the major markets, women today constitute
a bare I percent of top management personnel. 04
Commission Regulations
In 1970 the commission adopted rules prohibiting job discrimina-
tion by broadcast licensees. Basically the rules provide: (1) that no
licensee shall discriminate in employment based on race, color, reli-
gion, national origin, or sex, 10 5 and (2) that every licensee shall es-
tablish a continuing positive program to assure equal opportunity in
every aspect of station employment policy and practice.0 6
Moreover, in promulgating the rules, the commission made it clear
that whether a broadcaster discriminates has a direct and profound
bearing on his qualifications for license renewal. First, the commis-
sion observed that a licensee who discriminates in internal employment
violates state and federal statutes-notably the 1964 Civil Rights Act
-and therefore can hardly be said to be operating in the public inter-
est.'0 7  Second, the commission noted that aside from the question
of violating a statute, discrimination runs counter to a national policy
and is inconsistent as a general matter with the broadcaster's position
as a public trustee.' 8 This national policy is embodied in the Civil
103. See id. at A-3 to A-70.
104. It goes without saying that a concentration of women in low-paying, inferior
job categories, as exists here, constitutes a prima facie case of discrimination. See
Parham v. Southwestern Bell Tel. Co., 433 F.2d 421 (8th Cir. 1970); Jones v. LeeWay
Motor Freight, 431 F.2d 245 (10th Cir. 1970), cert. denied, 401 U.S. 954 (1971);
United States v. Dillon Supply Co., 429 F.2d 800 (4th Cir. 1970).
105. 47 C.F.R. §§ 73.125(a), 73.301, 73.680 (1971).
106. Id. § 73.125(b).
107. These state and federal laws provide women with remedies for employment
discrimination other than the one under discussion here-a challenge to the renewal of
a broadcaster's license. For example, the following federal remedies are available to
women victimized by job discrimination: (1) where stations are private employers with
more than twenty-five employees, they may file charges with the EEOC under the
Civil Rights Act of 1964; or, (2) if the station is a federal contractor or is owned
by a federal contractor, they may file charges with the Department of Labor under
Executive Order 11246, 3 C.F.R. 339 (1965). Obviously, if a broadcaster is success-
fully charged with violations of law before other state or federal agencies, he has not
operated in the public interest and does not deserve renewal of his license. In fact, in
such a situation-absent guarantees that the licensee will reform his policies-license
renewal would be patently unreasonable. Non-discrimination in Employment Prac-
tices, 13 F.C.C.2d 766, 767, 13 P & F RADIo REG. 2D 1645-46 (1968).
108. Id. at 769, 13 P & F RADIO REG. 2D at 1649. See Television Corp. v. FCC,
294 F.2d 730, 733-34 (D.C. Cir. 1961); McIntire v. Wm. Penn Broadcasting Co.,
151 F.2d 597 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 327 U.S. 779 (1945).
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Rights Act.. and the Equal Pay Act" which require that women
should be treated equally in employment, and it is recognized in the
creation of such bodies as the President's Task Force on Women's Rights
and Responsibilities and the Citizens' Advisory Council on the Status
of Women which were organized to focus attention on sex discrim-
ination as a serious national problem."' Third, the commission drew
a connection between employment and programming. A broadcaster
who discriminates in terms of employment, it said, is unlikely to be
consulting in good faith with all segments of the community, as he is re-
quired to do under the doctrine of community ascertainment" 21z Sex
discrimination in employment, like race discrimination, shows a licen-
see's insensitivity to the problems of an important element of the
community; if a broadcaster treats women unequally on his own
staff, he almost certainly treats them unequally in terms of service.
In otherwords, in at least three distinct ways, a licensee's internal em-
ployment policies bear directly on the question, explored every three
years at renewal time, of whether he has served the public interest in
the past and can be expected to do so in the future.
Thus, under the new rules licensees have a clear duty to treat
women, as well as minority groups, fairly in employment. This duty
is now being recognized by the commission itself, which commission
has already agreed to explore sex bias in the employment policies of
common carriers."13 Basing its decision on rules similar to those cov-
ering broadcasters, the agency announced several months ago that it
would hold extensive public hearings on the employment practices of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company to consider allegations
109. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e to e-15 (1964), as amended, (Supp. V, 1970).
110. 29 U.S.C. § 206 (1964), as amended, (Supp. V, 1970).
111. The President's Task Force was established in 1969 to "review the present
status of women in our society and recommend what might be done in the future to
further advance their opportunities." PRESiDENTLA.L TASK FORCE, supra note 43, at IX.
The Citizens Advisory Council on the Status of Women was created in 1963.
Its members are appointed by the president to aid in improving the status of women
through the proper use of the federal government's resources. CITIZENS ADVISORY
COUNCIL, supra note 45; see WoMEN's BUREAU, U.S. DEP'T OF LABoR, 1969 HANDBOOK
ON WOMEN WORKERS 294.
112. 13 F.C.C.2d at 770, 13 P & F RADIO REG. 2D at 1651-52.
113. See Equal Opportunity Reports and.Reports of Complaints of Discriminatory
Practices in Employment, 36 Fed. Reg. 3119 (1971). A common carrier includes
"any person engaged as a common carrier for hire in interstate or foreign communica-
tion by wire or radio or in interstate or foreign radio transmission of energy. A per-
son engaged in radio broadcasting shall not, insofar as such person is so engaged, be
deemed a common carrier." 47 U.S.C. § 153(h) (1964).
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of pervasive sex discrimination as well as discrimination against blacks,
Spanish-surnamed Americans and other minorities.
Furthermore, in applying its discrimination rules, the commission
has made it clear that broadcasters have an affirmative duty to recruit
from minority groups and women, as well as a duty to treat them
fairly in employment. In Bob Jones University"4 the question before
the commission was whether the university's radio station was in
compliance with equal employment opportunity regulations. The
school did not admit blacks nor did it hire blacks to fill faculty posi-
tions. The radio station's employees were almost entirely students
and faculty members of the university. In view of this employment
pattern, the commission ordered the station to submit a comprehen-
sive equal employment opportunity program. The commission's sug-
gested guidelines for such a program included: recruiting through
schools with significant minority populations; posting notices stating that
discrimination was illegal; and maintaining systematic contacts with
minority organizations. 115
The analogy to be drawn in terms of sex discrimination is clear.
A station which discriminates against women in its hiring practices is
in violation of federal law and clearly established commission policy.
Bob Jones makes it clear that such stations bear an affirmative duty to
maintain contacts with and encourage recruitment of women. More-
over, although the commission's guidelines, relied on in Bob Jones,
were adopted to help licensees recruit minorities, the station can meet
its responsibility to women by devising similar programs." 6  It can
place employment advertisements in media which achieve a significant
circulation among women," 7 and it can encourage present employees
to refer female applicants.11 s Seniority clauses can be systematically
reviewed in union contracts to insure that discriminatory practices
do not occur. 1 9 Finally, stations can make sure that women are given
an equal opportunity for positions which can lead to advancement up
the managerial ladder.12  Thus, where a station has nothing in writing
114. 25 F.G.C.2d 723, 20 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 298 (1970).
115. Id. at 724, 20 P & F RADIO REG. 2D at 299 (app. A).
116. The guidelines were adopted to help licensees comply with the filing require-
ment under the new regulations. Since the regulations do not now require broad-
casters to submit plans for women, technically the guidelines apply only to minorities.
See text accompanying notes 58-64 supra.
117. 25 F.C.C.2d at 724, 20 P & F RADIo REG. 2D at 299 (app. A).
118. Id. at 724, 20 P & F RADiO REG. 2D at 300.
119. Id.
120. Id.
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on equal opportunity for women and where it has made no visible
efforts to discuss the rules or to encourage station personnel to treat
women fairly, renewal should be withheld pending evidence of sta-
tion commitment to an explicit policy of nondiscrimination. Moreover,
where a station is owned by a network and recruits management-level
personnel exclusively through network channels, its policies are partic-
ularly questionable. Just as Bob Jones University effectively pre-
vented minority employment at WMUU by closing its own doors to
American Negro students, so the major American networks keep women
in submanagerial jobs in their local outlets by underemploying them
throughout the network system. Obviously, if the basis for promo-
tion is experience with the network, and if female staff members are
prevented from getting that experience at other network stations,
women can never accumulate the "qualifications" which make them
eligible in the station's eyes for managerial positions.' 2 '
Enforcement
There are some indications, however, that despite the inclusion of
women under the new rules, the commission will give sex discrimination
problems a low priority. When the commission's rules were first
adopted, sex was not even included as a prohibited basis of discrimina-
tion.122  Subsequently the commission amended the rules to cover
women, but at the same time it specifically excluded them from the
affirmative action plan filing requirement. 23  Thus, under the new rules
stations cannot discriminate against women; they must adopt affir-
mative action programs to recruit and promote women, but they are
under no obligation to file the affirmative action plan with the commis-
sion or any other authority.
The significance of this exclusion lies not in its effect on women's
substantive rights, but in what it shows about the commission's reluc-
tance to establish procedures which make those rights meaningful. The
121. Such recruitment procedures which, though fair on their face, have a dis-
parate effect on women and minorities have been declared unlawful under Title VII
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e to e-15 (1964), as amended,
(Supp. V, 1971). Thus a system which relies heavily on recommendations from white
male executives and which results in a disproportionate number of promotions for
other white males violates federal law. See Parham v. Southwestern Bell Tel. Co.,
433 F.2d 421, 427 (8th Cir. 1970); Clark v. American Marine Corp., 304 F. Supp.
603, 606 (E.D. La. 1969).
122. See Nondiscrimination in Broadcast Employment, 18 F.C.C.2d 240, 16 P & F
RADIo REG. 2D 1561 (1969).
123. Nondiscrimination in Broadcast Employment, 23 F.C.C.2d 430, 19 P & F
Rhino REG. 2D 1571 (1970).
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filing requirement is the commission's basic enforcement mechanism
for equal employment. It provides that licensees include in their ap-
plications for renewal affirmative action plans showing the specific
practices they have adopted to assure equal employment for minori-
ties. 24 In effect the rule conditions a license renewal on a showing
of equal employment opportunity by automatically making employ-
ment efforts part of the record to be evaluated by the commission at
renewal time. The licensee knows-at least as far as minorities are
concerned-that he must adopt positive measures to end discrimination,
that his program will be scrutinized on a regular basis every three
years, and that if his efforts are inadequate his license will be denied.
The licensee is not required, however, to report on his employ-
ment practices towards women and thus there is no guarantee that a
bad employment record towards women will be weighted against him
at renewal time. If a broadcaster discriminates, individual women must
file complaints and argue that he is not entitled to a renewal of
his license. As a practical matter this means that in most renewal
proceedings, the issue of sex discrimination will simply not be raised. 125
Indifference in the enforcement phase is inexcusable. The com-
-mission should enforce its new rules vigorously for women, as well
as for minorities, by treating sex discrimination unequivocally as a
basis for denial of a license. Women, like blacks and other minorities,
are crippled by their lack of influence at the policy-making levels of
society. Moreover, equal opportunity in broadcasting has a special
significance. As the commission itself has observed, television has an
enormous impact on American life.126 Reducing discrimination in the
broadcast industry will lead to better programming, to greater un-
derstanding of the historical traditions which have oppressed women,
and hopefully, to the end of invidious sex discrimination in American
life in general.
The Fairness Doctrine
To discard the myths is not to destroy all dramatic relation between
124. Id.
125. Even when the issue is raised the commission quite candidly admits its lim-
ited resources may impede any major enforcement efforts. It has said it will focus
most of its enforcement energy on the employment problems of blacks, American
Indians, Spanish-surnamed Americans and Orientals. Id. at 431, 19 P & F RADIO REG.
2D at 1572.
126. Nondiscrimination in Employment Practices, 13 F.C.C.2d 766, 13 P & F
RADIO REG. 2D 1645 (1968), as adopted, 18 F.C.C.2d 240, 16 P & F RADio REG. 2D
1561 (1969). See also N. JOHNSON, HOW TO TALK BACK TO YOUR TELEVISION SET
(Bantam ed. 1970).
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the sexes .... It is simply to ask that behavior, sentiment,




The third legal argument women may use in a petition to deny
license renewal reaches beyond issues of inadequate service or unequal
employment. Using the fairness doctrine, women may challenge the
very content of television programming-the biased and distorted
view which television offers of women and their role in modem society.
The fairness doctrine is the regulatory and statutory requirement
that broadcast licensees afford reasonable opportunity for the discus-
sion of conflicting views on controversial issues of public importance.12
The doctrine does not provide a vehicle for viewer censorship. In-
deed, the whole concept of fairness is rooted in the theory of the "free
market-place of ideas"-the notion that in a democratic society the
public has a First Amendment right to receive information and expres-
sions of opinion on all sides of major public issues.1 29  Thus, while fair-
ness cannot be used to compel the outright suppression of offensive
television stereotypes, it does ensure a balanced presentation of views; if
the licensee presents one side of an issue in his programming, he must
present the other side as well.
Fairness obligations are triggered by two commission findings.
First, the commission must agree that the issue raised is controversial
and of public importance.'1 0  Second, it must agree that the licensee
has failed to present adequate coverage of conflicting views.' Whether
127. S. DE BEAuvOiR, THE SECOND SEX 245 (Bantam ed. H. Parshley transl.
1961).
128. 47 U.S.C. § 315 (1964). See note 22 supra. Editorializing by Broadcast
Licensee, 13 F.C.C. 1246, 25 P & F RADIo REG. 1901 (1949); Applicability of the
Fairness Doctrine in the Handling of Controversial Issues of Public Importance, 29
Fed. Reg. 10416 (1964).
129. Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 390 (1969), where the
Supreme Court said: "But the people as a whole retain their interest in free speech by
radio and their collective right to have the medium function consistently with the
ends and purposes of the First Amendment. It is the right of the viewers and listeners,
not the right of the broadcasters, which is paramount."
130. See Presentation of Opposing Points of View in the Broadcast of Controver-
sial Issues of Public Importance and in Editorializing, 40 F.C.C. 598 (1964).
131. "mhe licensee, in applying the fairness doctrine, is called upon to make
reasonable judgments in good faith on the facts of each situation-as to whether a
controversial issue of public importance is involved, as to what viewpoints have been
or should be presented, as to the format and spokesmen to present the viewpoints,
and all other facets of such programming." Id. at 599. However, the licensee's obli-
gation for affording reasonable opportunity for the presentation of contrasting view-
points is an affirmative rather than a passive duty. "It is clear that any approximation
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"women's role in society" is in fact a controversial issue according to
commission standards is the first consideration.
Is "Women's Role" a Controversial Issue of Public Importance?
Throughout the history of the fairness doctrine, the commission's
standards for identifying controversial issues of public importance have
been arbitrary and vague.132  Decisions have been made on an ad hoe
basis with wildly varying results. The commission has held, for exam-
ple, that civil rights, 133 pay television,' nutritional theory,135 and
cigarette smoking136 are controversial issues raising questions of fair-
ness, but it has also held, without distinguishing the cases, that school
prayer,37 free thought,"18 and automobile pollution" 9 are not.
Recently, however, judicial decisions have clarified some of the
standards for designation of a controversial issue and have forced
the commission to re-evaluate its application of the doctrine. 140 These
decisions, together with the agency's earlier rulings in the areas of race
and ethnic origin, provide some criteria for measuring the "importance"
of a public issue. Together they show that women's role and women's
struggle for equality-whether the issue is raised explicitly, or implic-
itly as a "subissue" in the licensee's programming-is a controversial
subject which must be discussed fairly if the licensee chooses to discuss
it at all.
of fairness in the presentation of any controversy will be difficult if not impossible of
achievement unless the licensee plays a conscious and positive role in bringing about
balanced presentation of the opposing viewpoints." Id. at 605, quoting John R.
Dempsey, 6 P & F RADIO REG. 615 (1950).
132. See Note, A Fair Break for Controversial Speakers: Limitations of the
Fairness Doctrine and the Need for Individual Access, 39 GEO. WASH. L. Rav. 532,
537-42 (1971). See note 127 supra.
133. Lamar Life Broadcasting Co., 40 F.C.C. 536, 5 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 205
(1965).
134. Spartan Radiocasting Co., 33 F.C.C. 805, 21 P & F RADIO REG. 101 (1962).
135. "Living Should Be Fun" Inquiry, 33 F.C.C. 101, 23 P & F RNxo RECn. 1599
(1962).
136. Applicability of the Fairness Doctrine to Cigarette Advertising, 9 F.C.C.2d
921, 11 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 1901 (1967).
137. Anthony R. Martin-Trigona, 22 F.C.C.2d 683, 18 P & F RADIO REG. 2D
989 (1970).
138. Mrs. Madalyn Murray, 40 F.C.C. 647, 5 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 263 (1965).
139. Friends of the Earth, 24 F.C.C.2d 743, 19 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 994 (1970).
140. The commission instituted a comprehensive inquiry into the fairness doc-
trine several months ago. Notice of Inquiry: The Fairness Doctrine and Public
Interest Standards, 36 Fed. Reg. 11825 (1971).
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Explicit discussion of women's role.
Where a licensee's programming directly attacks particular
population groups within the community, the commission has in the past
consistently recognized the issue as one of fairness. The most famous
case involving unfair programming is United Church of Christ141
which established the principle of citizen participation in license re-
newal proceedings. There, television station WLBT had a history of
biased coverage on the issue of racial integration. Its treatment of the
question included such incidents as a station black-out of a national
telecast of Thurgood Marshall, then general counsel of the NAACP,
station editorials in opposition to James Meredith's enrollment at the
University of Mississippi, paid advertisements by the White Citizens
Council claiming that Communists were behind the move for integra-
tion, and accusations that a local Negro college was communist in-
filtrated. The commission had no hesitation in finding that the WLBT
broadcasts involved controversial issues raising questions of fairness. 142
Similarly, in Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith v. FCC43 a
broadcaster made "offensive comments concerning Jews, equating
Judaism with Socialism and Socialism with Communism." Although
it dismissed the complaint on other grounds, the commission assumed
without question that the material aired, unbalanced by views on the
other side of the question, violated standards of fairness.' 44
The rule of thumb which emerges from these cases is that an explicit
141. Lamar Life Broadcasting Co., 3 F.C.C.2d 784, 7 P & F RADIO RE-G. 2D
445, rev'd sub nom. Office of Communications of the United Church of Christ v. FCC,
359 F.2d 994 (D.C. Cir. 1966), on remand, Lamar Life Broadcasting Co., 14 F.C.C.2d
431, 13 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 769 (1968), rev'd sub nom. Office of Communications
of the United Church of Christ v. FCC, 425 F.2d 543 (D.C. Cir. 1969).
142. As note 141, supra, makes abundantly clear, the matter was the subject of
protracted litigation. When the dust had finally settled the petition for renewal had
been denied. See Office of Communications of the United Church of Christ v. FCC,
425 F.2d 543 (D.C. Cir. 1969).
143. 403 F.2d 169 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 394 U.S. 930 (1968). Another ex-
ample is Brandywine-Main Line Radio, Inc., 24 F.C.C.2d 18, 19 P & F RADIO Ra. 2D
433, affd on rehearing, 27 F.C.C.2d 565, 21 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 22 (1971), where
the commission found fairness violations in addition to violations of the rules on com-
munity ascertainment. Although the station permitted anticivil rights spokesmen to
speak on one program without interruption, on another show the interviewer directed
a series of hostile questions at the spokesman for the movement: "[D]o you think
you acted like an American when you led a group of people and broke all the windows
in the school?" "Mhe population of Broadmeadows Prison is 95% Negro male, and
75% female. How will you answer that one?" "Getting back to South Media, basi-
cally what do you people want? A hand-out?"
144. 403 F.2d at 170.
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on-the-air attack on a particular population group, or an explicit dis-
cussion of civil rights issues which concern them, raises a controversial
issue of public importance and triggers the fairness doctrine. In the
context of women's challenge this means that if an unbalanced
presentation of opinion about black or Jewish members of the
community is unacceptable, so too is an unbalanced expression of
opinion about women. Certainly there can be no rational basis for ex-
cluding women from the classes of persons entitled to regulatory fair-
ness protections. Like blacks and Jews, women are permanent mem-
bers of a class by the accident of birth and are subject to a wide
range of social, economic and political prejudices. Similarly, like
blacks and Jews, women are singled out by state and federal laws as
among the classes of persons who need special governmental protection
against discrimination. Analogizing from the commission's own de-
cisions, when a station explicitly raises a women's rights issue or de-
rides women as a class by editorializing against the admission of
women to an all-male state university, distorting national news about
the Equal Rights Amendment, or trying to discredit the women's move-
ment by calling the participants lesbians or bra-burners, then the sta-
tion has raised a controversial public issue and incurred an obliga-
tion to offset its presentation with other points of view.
Implicit Discussion of "Women's Role."
A more difficult question arises when the licensee's programming
raises women's issues implicitly rather than explicitly. Viewed with a
sensitive eye, many television programs today express a definite view
about the role of women and the women's rights movement. Caroline
Bird, for example, has described the biases of some of the programming
such as the Alka-Seltzer commercial which "spoofs the brave new world
in which men stay home and take care of the children. . . ." She
also notes the following: "On The Doris Day Show, a revolting, man-
nish feminist becomes a 'normal' feminine woman when a man pays
her some attention. 'Nanny' warns a little girl not to beat the pro-
fessor's son at baseball, and intervenes magically to throw her game
to save her social life.' 145
Until recently it was unclear that such "implicit" messages, inci-
dental to the main purpose of the program or announcement, raised
a controversial public issue within reach of the fairness doctrine. The
first breakthrough came in 1967 when, in a landmark decision, the com-
145. Bird, What's Television Doing for 50.9% of Americans, TV GUIDE, Feb. 27,
1971, at 6, 8.
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mission applied the fairness doctrine to cigarette commercials. 14 6 It
ruled that, in light of governmental studies showing the adverse effects of
smoking on health, ads which promoted the view that smoking is
desirable raised a significant public issue-to smoke or not to smoke-
and generated fairness obligations to present the antismoking point of
view as well.
In Friends of the Earth v. FCC,147 the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the District of Columbia extended the commission's cigarette
ruling to other product commercials. The court held that automobile
and gasoline advertisements which urged viewers to drive powerful
cars with high-test gasoline also imposed a fairness obligation on the
licensee to discuss the effects of auto pollution on the environment.
In finding that the advertisements raised a controversial issue-whether
to drive a large or a small automobile-once again the court relied
heavily on government reports and legislation, this time documenting
air pollution as a problem.
The cigarette and automobile rulings established the principle
that product advertisements may implicitly carry messages which invoke
the fairness doctrine, particularly if the product creates a govern-
mentally recognized health hazard. Retail Store Employees Local 880
V. FCC148 goes a step further. There, striking department store em-
ployees were trying to organize a boycott, and they sought to buy
time for reply to ads urging customers to patronize the store. The
court indicated that in light of the public's interest in the boycott
issue and in view of the congressional policy favoring the equalization
of bargaining power between labor and management, the ads might
well have raised a controversial issue requiring coverage of opposing
views. The test of a controversial and important issue, the court im-
plied, is not whether it specifically involves the question of a physical
health hazard, but whether the issue generally involves an already es-
tablished national policy of importance.149
If these three cases set the standard, "women's role in society"
is easily the kind of controversial issue which can indirectly be raised
by programming on other subjects. Just as the government has de-
146. WCBS-TV, 8 F.C.C.2d 381, 9 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 1423 (1967). See
Applicability of the Fairness Doctrine to Cigarette Advertising, 9 F.C.C.2d 921, 11
P & F RADIO REG. 2D 1901 (1967). See also Banzhaf v. FCC, 405 F.2d 1082 (D.C.
Cir. 1968), cert. denied, American Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 396 U.S. 842 (1969).
147. 24 F.C.C.2d 743, 19 P & F RADIo REG. 2D 994 (1970).
148. 436 F.2d 248 (D.C. Cir. 1970).
149. See id. at 258-59.
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cided that smoking, air pollution, and labor-management relations are
serious problems; today it has also recognized the need for equal rights
and equal treatment of the sexes.' 50 Moreover, any issue which in-
volves discrimination against a particular class of persons is especially
important in our democratic society. Certainly if television commercials
continually showed black persons as railroad porters, or "spoofed" the
civil rights movement, the commission would recognize a fairness is-
sue immediately.
Furthermore, the role of women is not only an important issue,
affecting more than half the population, it is a controversial issue also.
Women's rights has been hotly debated since the days of women's suf-
frage.' Today the question is contested at every level of society.
Many women have joined feminist organizations to redefine traditional
sex roles, 152 while others defend "femininity" by forming groups like
the Pussy Cats and Fascinating Womanhood.' 53 One-fifth of all Ti-
tle VII cases allege job discrimination based on sex and the old job
barriers are yielding, 54 but in an Illinois factory last year thirty-five
male workers walked off their jobs when the company promoted a
woman to a position formerly held by a man.' Women are fighting
hard for the Equal Rights Amendment opposed by powerful legislators
who believe women's place is in the home. 56 Clearly "women's role"
is a controversial issue of public importance' 5 7-and the controversy
is growing.
Does Television Present Both Sides of the
Question of "Women's Role"?
Once we have recognized "women's role in society" as a contro-
150. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (1964).
151. A good historical development of the women's rights movement is found in
E. FLEXNER, CENTURY OF STRUGGLE (1959).
152. C. BiRD, BORN FEMALE 219-21 (rev. ed. 1970).
153. Id. at 221.
154. After race, more charges are filed on the basis of sex than for any other rea-
son. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMM'N, 5TH ANN. REP. 53 (May 20, 1971).
155. The Evening Star, June 23, 1970, at 1, col. 1.
156. See Washington Post, Oct. 14, 1971, § A, at 22, col. 1.
157. Some broadcasters have already admitted that "women's role" is a contro-
versial public issue. In rejecting a request made by the National Organization for
Women to air a series of anti-sexism announcements ("Sexism is ...a woman driver
joke . . . calling her a lady doctor. . . expecting a boy."), the program director for the
CBS radio station in Boston stated: "To clarify our previous position in regard to the
announcements, it is not because they are 'illegal' that they have not been accepted.
Instead, it is because it was concluded that the announcements dealt with a controversial
issue of public importance and thus might raise obligations under FCC's fairness doc-
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versial public sssue, the question remains: Does the average television
licensee deal with the issue fairly? The answer is an unequivocal no!
Sex bias permeates the air waves. Even today, at a time of increased
criticism of the media in general, there is probably no other single
social question on which television so uniformly and so pervasively
presents a biased point of view. In every aspect of its programming-
in news shows, in entertainment shows, in talk programs, in commer-
cials-television demeans women, stereotypes their roles, and ridicules
their aspirations.158
In commercials:
-television women are subservient to men and cater to their
needs. They wait on their husbands, groom themselves for
their boy friends, and seem incapable of leading independent
lives of their own.
-television reinforces stereotypes about the "differences" between
men and women. Women are more delicate than men and need
a thinner cigarette. They are mechanically incompetent and
need special kinds of cars so they can park without causing ac-
cidents.1 59
-television shows women as housewives and mothers. They
almost never leave the kitchen. They are easily flustered and
need male guidance to cope with every domestic problem. 6
trine." Letter from D.K. Griffin, Program Director, WEEI, to Nancy E. Stanley,
Aug. 25, 1971 (emphasis added), on file at The Hastings Law Journal.
158. The fairness doctrine applies to almost all broadcast material, including:
private spot announcements, Lamar Life Broadcasting Co., 38 F.C.C. 1143, 5 P & F
RADIO REG. 2D 205 (1965); advertising, Friends of the Earth, 24 F.C.C.2d 745, 19
P & F RADIo REG. 2D 994 (1970); editorials, Storer Broadcasting Co., 11 F.C.C.2d 678,
12 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 897, 13 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 521 (1968); and news broad-
casts, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., 18 F.C.C.2d 124, 17 P & F RADIo REG.
2D 843 (1969).
159. In one ad, "[y]ou hear a screech, a scream, brakes, a crash and a woman
crying out . .. 'Oh, no!' Then the reassuring male voice says, 'We have made the
station wagon smaller, so that you women will be able to park them."' Transcript of
the Conference between N.Y. Advertising Agencies and NOW, Jan. 15, 1971, at 10
(testimony of Helen Southard) on file at The Hastings Law Journal [hereinafter cited
as Transcript].
160. "[O]ne characteristic stands out in many commercials: women never leave
the kitchen. They are in there day and night. They chase tornedos [sic], they engage
in heated arguments with doves, they have floorwashing contests, Men from Glad,
Ivory, and Bold fly in from outer space or rise from the sink, to consult with them
on household chores. They require constant coaching by men in how to do their
floors, their dishes, their woodwork, their wash. Who would know more about how to
get a wash white than Arthur Godfrey?" Transcript, supra note 159, at 3 (testimony
of Aileen Cowan).
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-television women are sex objects. They display their bodies
and use suggestive language to sell things, even when sex appeal
has no possible relation to the merits of the product. Older
women do not exist. 161
In news shows and documentaries:
-television ignores news about the women's movement or spe-
cific women's issues.
-when television does report the women's movement it ridicules
it and distorts its goals.162
In dramatic programming:
-television shows women as housewives, mothers, and girl
friends; it casts working women in secondary occupations
(nurses rather than doctors), in subprofessional jobs (secre-
taries rather than lawyers), and in predominantly female profes-
sions (stewardesses and teachers).
-television characterizes women as unfit for leadership jobs.
Women have emotional problems which impair their judgment.
They are never shown as head of the firm, head of the
hospital, the chief of police, the city editor. 6"
-television suggests that women work only to catch a man. All
of its heroines who work outside the home are either single,
161. "When the ad is pitched to a very young girl with her beautiful, flawless
skin and her glossed lips, it becomes the thing that all women must be. No one has
estimated the damage that comes to women later on in life, women past 30, when they
feel that they are obsolescent because their identity comes through [television]."
Transcript, supra note 159, at 10 (testimony of Helen Southard).
162. E.g., on April 4, 1971, WTTG-TV in the District of Columbia aired "Women
Are Revolting," a review of the women's liberation movement: "Starting with the
double entendre of the title, this documentary used myth as warp and ridicule as
woof to weave its narrative. 'So come with me,' said smiling host Ralph Story, 'to a
mysterious jungle, a no-man's land, the darkest territory of all: woman's mind.' For
one hour, Story showed us the landscape .... It must have been difficult . . . given
[the] material, to shape the program into a breezey mockery. But the narrator
struggled, pardon the expression, manfully. 'Let's ask the man in the street-no-the
woman;' 'since Eve took the first bite of the apple;' 'all this is a little confusing;' are
examples of Metromedia in the full bloom of its objectivity." VOCAL MAJORITY, May
1971, at 8 (NOW Newsletter). Cf. Brandywine-Main Line Radio, 24 F.C.C.2d 18,
19 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 433, a!f'd on rehearing, 27 F.C.C.2d 565, 21 P & F RADIO
REG. 2D 22 (1971).
163. In one television show recently, a woman law student drops out of the
Neighborhood Law Office when she is pulled off a case for "'trying to prove that she
loved' the client instead of defending him. The message is unambiguous: some
women are too emotional to succeed in work where objectivity is required." Bird,
What's Television Doing for 50.9% of Americans, TV GUIDE, Feb. 27, 1971, at 8.
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divorced, or widowed-without a man to lean on.164
-television shows women as subordinates. Even women law-
yers fetch and carry coffee and are mistaken for receptionists.' 65
-television shows women as empty-headed, simpering stereo-
types: the dumb blonde, the giggling female contestant, the
Playboy bunny are everywhere.166
What Is a "Reasonable Time" for Reply?
Although the fairness doctrine does not require "equal time," it
does require a rough equality of opportunity in responding to a broad-
cast.117  In its cigarette ruling the commission said:
We think that the frequency of the presentation of one side of the
controversy is a factor appropriately to be considered in our ad-
ministration of the Fairness Doctrine. . . . For, while the Fairness
Doctrine does not contemplate "equal time", if the presentation of
one side of the issue is on a regular continual basis, fairness and the
right of the public adequately to be informed compels the con-
clusion that there must be some regularity in the presentation of
the other side of the issue.'
6 8
If a "regular" bias in programming requires a "regular" response,
American broadcasters must make monumental changes to provide full
and fair coverage of the women's question. As we have seen, almost
every element of present programming implicitly or explicitly dis-
cusses women's role with an antifeminist bias. Under strict stand-
ards of fairness, licensees will have to provide nearly as much time
164. "Mary Tyler Moore, the supposedly liberated TV news show producer, is
working only because she was jilted by the boy friend she has put through medical
school. She. .. frankly views the station as manhunting ground." Id.
165. "Judy Pace, the young black lawyer, takes her turn in court . . . but a
prospective client who stumbles into the Neighborhood Law Office mistakes her for the
receptionist, and Mr. Barrett, the head man (yes, the head is always a man!) some-
times seems to make the same mistake. Judy runs the errands and drives the other
lawyers around, just like a real-life woman on a professional team." Id. at 6-7.
166. "It takes a special brand of masculine gall to introduce, on the 51st anni-
versary of womens' enfranchisement, a program based squarely on the most demean-
ing female stereotypes . . . Joey Heatherton was cast as a giddy coed who's got hot
pants-literally and figuratively-for professor Cassidy. In the second episode, Jeanine
Bumier, again in hot pants, uses a variety of trite wiles to deflect middle-aged hubby's
attention from TV to her rampant libido." Kriegsman, Desperation in NBC "Sneak
Previews," Washington Post, Aug. 28, 1971, § C, at 7, col. 2.
167. See, e.g., Retail Store Employers Local 880 v. FCC, 436 F.2d 248, 257 &
n.61 (D.C. Cir. 1970).
168. Applicability of the Fairness Doctrine to Cigarette Advertising, 9 F.C.C.2d
921, 941, 11 P & F RADio REG. 2D 1901, 1927 (1967). See Banzhaf v. FCC, 405
F.2d 1082 (D.C. Cir. 1968), cert. denied, American Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 396 U.S.
842 (1969).
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in reply as they now provide in the initial broadcast.
What Are The Effects of Women's Fairness Complaints?
Sexist biases in broadcasting are so deep and pervasive that, para-
doxically, they give women a unique advantage under the fairness
doctrine. Unlike most citizen groups seeking access to the media,
women suffer such intense, continual discrimination that their use of the
reply time requirement could radically reshape the industry. Strictly
and fairly applied, fairness would force a licensee to abandon or re-
form most of his programming, or to provide counter-programs in equal
number. In the same way it would eliminate most advertising. It
would force networks to create and distribute new materials expressing
the feminist point of view. As the ultimate sanction, it would compel
withdrawal of licenses from those broadcasters who refused to reform
their portrayal of women.
Television is ill-prepared to meet such a challenge. Profits are
too important, air time too limited, and the industry too fond of the
status quo, to accommodate-as they should be accommodated-the
legitimate demands of unrepresented segments of the population. This
does not, of course, discharge broadcasters from meeting their legal re-
sponsibilities. Even under the present system there is much the indus-
try-and the advertising industry, which is closely related-can do.
What's with the Ad Colony? . . . Is it possible that these are
the same writers who do the "Starve a Rat Today" campaign, the
"Give a damn" campaign, who won't work on a cigarette campaign
because it's unethical? . . . Where are the altruistic writers and
art directors and account guys who will fight for a cause, when[women's rights] is dying from ennui on Madison Avenue?' 69
But there are those who argue that, even with the best intentions,
the technology of private commercial broadcasting cannot in the long run
keep pace with the increasing demands of disenfranchised citizens.
A reasonable alternative, they say-particularly in view of the emerging
First Amendment right of access to the air waves' 7°-would be to
provide common carrier status for cable television. Under such a sys-
tem, any group-minorities, environmental groups, women-could
rent air time to express an opinion, much as we now lease telephones
for private use.'
169. Transcript, supra note 159, at 7 (testimony of Jane Trahey).
170. Business Executives' Move for Vietnam Peace v. FCC, Docket No.
24,492 (D.C. Cir., Aug. 3, 1971).
171. J. DE J. PEMBERTON, The Right of Access to Mass Media, in THE RIGHTS OF
AMERICANS 292-95 (N. Dorsen ed. 1971).
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If observers are right, a system of this kind is inevitable to meet
the access rights of the American population. Whatever the final solu-
tion, however, one thing is certain-women's challenges -under the
fairness doctrine will play an important role in the future of communi-
cations. Since television's inception, women have been systematically
denied fair on-the-air treatment. When they do begin to assert their
rights, they will create a revolution in broadcasting.
Conclusion
This article began with an analysis of the strategy objectives in-
herent in a women's challenge to broadcasting. Each of these objec-
tives is within reach of arguments based on commission rules and reg-
ulations and enforceable in a petition to deny license renewal. By us-
ing the argument of community ascertainment, women can compel the
licensee to consult with them as a group about program content and
to program to meet their needs. By relying on the commission's new
employment rules, they can demand that the licensee hire and promote
women into policy-making jobs. By raising questions of fairness
they can compel balanced characterization, a balanced description of
women's role, and fair coverage of the women's rights movement.
The implications of the women's challenge are enormous. Feminist
petitions to deny license renewal will force vast changes in industry
programming and employment, simply because programming and
employment now are so biased. Women are no longer satisfied with
the images television has traditionally promoted, and the feminist chal-
lenge to broadcasting has begun.
AUTHOR'S NOTE: After the final submission of this article to the printer, the com-
mission-in response to a petition filed by the National Organization for Women over
a year ago-announced on December 20, 1971, that it had amended its rules to extend
the filing requirement to women. Beginning February 4, 1972, licensees will be re-
quired to include affirmative action plans for women, as well as for minorities, in
their renewal applications. Thus, theoretically, the commission's enforcement pro-
cedures now apply equally to both groups. Federal Communications Commission,
Report and Order, FCC 71-1282, released Dec. 28, 1971. The substance of the text
accompanying notes 122-26 has therefore been changed.
It remains to be seen, however, whether in actual practice the commission will
enforce the rules with equal vigor in both areas. In limiting the filing requirement to
minorities in the first place, the commission admitted quite candidly that its major
interest was in eliminating discrimination against blacks, American Indians, Spanish-
surnamed Americans, and Orientals. Nondiscrimination in Broadcast Employment, 23
F.C.C.2d 430, 431, 19 P & F RADIO REG. 2D 1571, 1572 (1970). To convince licensees
that its views have changed, the agency must do more than merely change its rules on
paper. In addition, it must make it clear to broadcasters that where a station's renewal
application does show an inadequate recruitment and promotional program for women,
license renewal will now be denied.
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